
Hello and thank you for choosing DAR IMA your Shabbat to
compose yourself, DAR IMA allow you to create your selection of
salads, a varied choice between more than 20 salads, a choice of fish
and meat and a delivery service until at your hotel in marrakech
and many bordering areas.

All you have to do is fill in the information necessary for your
order:
(choose your salads, your choice of fish dish and your choice of
meat)

DAR IMA provides you with:

*Plastic cutlery and plates (including in all orders)
*A wide choice of wines (see the menu)
* Rental of plata (free for order provide only 600 dhs of cotion)
*A delivery service (The delivery price depends on your location).
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You must transfer your clear and precise order to our restaurant,
without forgetting the information necessary for your order.

*Order number: (dedicated to our establishment)
*Compulsory name)
*First name: (required)
*Hotel :
*Room number: (if you still do not have your room number, once you
arrive at the hotel, please communicate it to our establishment).
*Telephone number: (even a French one, reachable only on Wathapp).
*Delivery: yes or no
*Plata: yes or no (quotation: 600 dhs)
*Total: (dedicated to our establishment)
*Location: (dedicated to our establishment)
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Now, a few details to guide you when ordering:

* You have until Thursday noon at the most to contact us, to place your
Shabbat order.

N.B: Any order that exceeds this time will not be taken into consideration by
our team, whatever the reason for your delay. (We are not responsible for
your organization).

* The portions of the dishes are determined for one person and for one meal.

* Your order is not automatically validated, it is validated subject to
availability of products and delivery slots.
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* Delivery is Friday between 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. (Please be available
during hotel hours to receive your order).

*For reasons of hygiene, our products cannot be taken back or exchanged and
must be kept cool until consumption.

* Our restaurant is open from Motché Shabbat, to drop off the plata and
collect your cotion, in case you don't have time to drop it off, you could pay
the delivery twice depending on your area and the delivery person will come
by collect it and give you your quota.

* Once you receive your order please check with the delivery person on site,
once the delivery person has left we are no longer responsible for your order.

For more information contact us at +212524436893, we will answer all
your questions! Shabbat Shalom
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Important note of the month:

Following the methodological condition of Marrakech, the restaurant
does not make deliveries in summer, please pick up your order at the
restaurant from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

No order is grouped in advance, once on site please check the quality of
your order and wait for the time to group your order.

It is very important to keep your order fresh, any order not kept, can
quickly turn, our restaurant is automatically relieved of responsibility for
the consequences.

It is strongly advised to take care of your order yourself, it is not
recommended to give full responsibility to the driver or the concierge.

To better guide you when ordering, if you do not have a fridge, please
do not order ready meals or fresh salads (especially in summer).

Very very important: we are not responsible for the consequences of
keeping your order, please keep everything cool before planning any
other activity.

Thank you for your understanding and we wish you a shabbat
shalom


